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ABSTRACT

In this review paper we are going to introduce the scheduling in the Distributed real-time system. Real-time system is a sort of plan in which we need to perform the task in certain timeframe with a precise result. Whereas in the general system there is no specified deadline. Actually Scheduling means execution of the task according to their properties and scheduling is performed on different processors, one is Uniprocessor and other is Multiprocessor and it can also be performed on the Distributed system. To schedule real-time task in distributed and multiprocessor system consists of two sub problems: Task allocation to processor and scheduling task on single processors. Task assignment can either be static or dynamic. We will discuss different task allocation algorithm for successful execution of the task.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Real-time system is a PC framework that requires the processing result be right as well as that outcome likewise be created inside determined deadline. [7]. For Example: Home Appliances (microwave ovens and dish washers), digital devices, (Camera and Mp3 players) and Communication devices (Cellular telephone and blackberry handheld devices), Railway reservation system, laser Printer, Cell phones etc. Essentially Real-time task performed in two forms First one is hard real-time task and other one is soft real-time task [1], [7]. A hard real-time task is one which can be made the job and produce the outcomes inside of certain predefined time. In other word we can say that such type of task doesn’t accept any time delay. For Example: Satellite system, missile system (there shouldn’t be any time delay). In other hand the soft real time task there is no any deadline to produce the results or within certain predefined time. In other word we can say that such type of task does not accept the time delay. For Example: Searching of web. In this case usually after a Uniform Resource Locator (URL) is clicked, the target website page is recovered and displayed into a couple of seconds. On the other hand, when it takes a few minutes to show a required page, we don't consider the system has not crashed, it is just basically show that the execution of the framework (System) has degraded [3].
A Real time system should have following characteristics [1].

- Priority based scheduler
- Guaranteed maximum time to service interval
- Ability to insure that process are fully loaded in memory and stay in memory
- Consistent and efficient memory allocation.

Now we talk about task scheduling algorithm to determine the order of the real-time task by using multiple tasks. The scheduling jobs are done by using different scheduling algorithms. Different scheduling algorithms available are Event driven schedulers (RMA, EDF) and Clock driven schedulers (CDS) are (Table Driven, Cyclic). Important example of event driven schedulers are EDF (Earliest deadline first) and RMA (Rate monotonic algorithm) [1]. The most sophisticated scheduler is clock driven scheduler but it is less smart than EDS (Even driven schedulers). Usually more proficient and flexible than CDS because they can have workable agenda for sporadic and aperiodic task. clock driven schedulers can satisfactory handle only periodic task. If the task is aperiodic then we mainly focus on the deadline of the task whereas it task is periodic then we consider the period of the task.

Figure 1: The basic attributes of a task
2. DISTRIBUTED SYSTEM AND DISTRIBUTED REAL TIME SYSTEM

The distributed system is a collection of loosely coupled processor (3-tier) interconnected by a communication network. [3] As per complexity of computer system and widely use of network, there is need of computer system where several systems connected together and work to achieve the goal of the distributed system. A simple Example of a distributed systems are DNS (Domain Name System) [1], [3] used in network to translate domain name to IP Address and internet. An internet is also a distributed environment in which they are connected and communicate together by the network. The use of multiprocessor and distributed system in real time application is becoming very popular [1]. One reason for popularity of either be multiprocessor or distributed system is the prices of these systems. Another reason for popularity of that system is to provide the lightning response time and fault tolerance feature to the system. Further distributed processing is often suitable for applications that are elementary distributed geographically distributed location. An example of such application is APR (automated petroleum refinery), [1] where the globe is spread over a considerable geographic area. Scheduling real-time responsibilities using a uniprocessor scheduling responsibilities within multiprocessor and distributed system is a lot tougher problem. Multiprocessor systems are also known as tightly coupled systems. In a tightly coupled system, the interposes communication is achieved through reads and writes to the shared memory [3]. However, in the case of distributed computing system it is not true where inter task communication times are comparable to task execution times. Due to this reason multiprocessor system may use a centralized dispatcher/scheduler whereas distributed system cannot. The scheduling of real time task on distributed and multiprocessor system consists of two sub problems: first one is the allocation of the task to the processor and other one is scheduling task on individual processor. The task allocation problem is concerned with two things (i) how to partition a set of task and then (ii) how to assign these to processors. Task assignment can either be static or dynamic. The permanent allocation of the task can be achieved by the static allocation of the task. On the other hand, in the case of dynamic assignment tasks the task is assigned to nodes when they arrive or at the time of running of the task. Thus in the dynamic case, different instances of task may be allocated to different nodes. After successful assignment of task to the processors, we considered the tasks on each processor individually and therefore the second phase of the multiprocessor and distributed system reduces to the scheduling problem in uniprocessor system [5], [6]. In a distributed real-time system, the clock is very essential to have all the clocks in the systems synchronized within acceptable tolerance [7]. We examined a centralized and a distributed clock synchronization schemes Centralized clock synchronization is susceptible to single point failure. On the other hand, a distributed clock synchronization scheme can keep the good clocks in a distributed system synchronized only if no more than 25% of clock are bad [7].
3. RELATED WORK

Lie jie, Guo ruifeng and Shao zhixiang [2] have purposed most basic concept of real-time task scheduling and also focuses on hard real time and static scheduling both either uniprocessor and multiprocessor. Scheduling algorithm is an important part of real-time system. They have also investigated task scheduling in real-time systems is a concept by which we can schedule the tasks according to their priorities. They introduced an algorithm for multiprocessor system and distributed real time scheduling algorithm. The purposed algorithm is named as GRMS and DSr [2]. GRMS is used to expand version of RMS. And the DSr is used to execute on the way of distance constraints.

Yaswant singh, myank poplli and shiv Shankar Prasad Shukla [3], 2012 (computer science and information technology) have investigated most important fundamental classification of real-time system, and also effort to deliver a state art for the basic model CDS (Clock driven scheduling), PDS (Priority driven scheduling) and RMA (Rate monotonic algorithms). It likewise presents an algorithm which has been produced by the C programing to distinguish the scheduling and energy utilization of the task. They were additionally displayed IRMA (Inverse rate monotonic algorithms) practically decreases the vitality (energy) by 15 % along with dynamic voltage scaling techniques which offers critically significant energy savings while keep up real-time deadline assurance. Furthermore, presented from dynamic and static algorithm to reduce the energy consumption. Different algorithms are used: In static algorithm we have seen RM (Rate monotonic) and DM (deadline monotonic). Where as in dynamic algorithm we introduced Earliest deadline first (EDF) scheduling approach. The feasibility conditions based on which we can drive the performance of mandatory/optional job partitions also seen.

Yacin hatif & Babak hamidzadeh [4] have investigated a strategy to dynamically schedule real-time tasks for the processors on the of the system that mechanism is termed task driven representation. Through the use of these techniques giving instantly controls in addition to allocates the actual scheduling moment, permitted to reduces the deadline violation regarding real-time tasks, which is took place due to real-time overheads next all of us consider this system.
Inside placing regarding scheduling real-time task within a DD (Distributed Database) application which is executed with an intel paragon distributed memory multiprocessors, with the help of this kind of functioning all of us in comparison the actual execution of our own calculation along with another dynamic algorithm which grouping focused representation.

Nguyen Duc Thai [5] have introduced algorithm for scheduling a group of tasks in multiprocessor systems. In this calculation H performs best of high and medium degrees of homogeneousness, calculation H's prosperity rate decrease in connection to achievement rate of P EEDF. We consider that when the quantity of processors rises, the achievement rates for all algorithms increments as well. The quantity of processors increments and size of systems gets to be unrivalled so the scheduling of multiple tasks are more hard that we accept. The fundamental issue is that scheduling algorithm for real-time multiprocessor system are significantly more composite than for uniprocessor system. The scheduling algorithm must not only specify the order of the task as well as govern the particular processor to be utilized.

Yu li, student member [6], IEEE and Albert M.K cheng, senior member IEEE have found to enhance general resource utilization by the Hierarchical real-time scheduling (HIRTS) methods in real time embedded system. By utilizing of Hierarchical real-time scheduling (HIRTS) a calculation resource into a gathering of a temporal partition likewise introduced from how with accomplish maximal transparency of task scheduling on regular partitions. They have also audited an alternate ideal procedure, for example comprehensive single resource scheduling technique for applied on different real time task and periodic task, sporadic task, and aperiodic task also represents a transformation method to accomplish transparent task scheduling in a 2-layer HIRTS based on the Regularity based resource partition (RRP) model.

periodic and aperiodic time requirements in DRTS for allocation the task statically and also dynamically with the assistance of an algorithm which have been given by the Hai Jin and Pengliu Tan [7]. But they have not been offered any plan for the dynamically allocation of the task and execute the task in DRTS with complex and need related periodic task. They have been additionally presented another allocation algorithm and an alternate scheduling algorithm. The new assignment algorithm is named as Classified processing nodes allocations(CPNA) and First committed first (FCF) algorithm has been given for schedule the task in DRTS.

Georgions L Stavrinides and Helen D. Karatza [8] provides an approaches to execute the job proficiently by using gang scheduling mechanism. They have moreover evaluated the execution of Earliest dead line first and Least laxity first approaches with application composed checkpoint for the gang (group) scheduling of non-pre-emptible, sporadic parallel task in a consistent DRTS. Exactly when any failure happens we expect the perceived immediately and the distributed job is moved back and rescue the execution on its last made checkpoint. at the point where the software frustration happens in the midst of execution of the job then we get an idea by the EDF_IC and LLF_IC for getting the uncertain result. They have been deals with an algorithm for the imprecise (doubtful) computation as we know that if the jobs have not sufficient time to complete its execution before that deadline, then it is said to be real time job. For this situation the job is supposed to be lost since execution doesn't give back any results to face this troublesome have purposed a framework called imprecise calculation, as imparted by which the execution of a real time job is allowed to return imprecise (uncertain) consequences of poorer but still tolerable (sensible) quality when the deadline of the job can't be meet. They have not considered about the scheduling overheads, nor considered the circumstance where the jobs are pre-emptible.
### 4. COMPARISON TABLE FOR LITERATURE SURVEY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sr.no</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Existing System</th>
<th>Drawback of Existing System</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>The research of scheduling algorithms in real time system</td>
<td>Attentions on hard Real-time and fixed scheduling both in either uniprocessor or multiprocessor system. Algorithm for multiprocessor system and distributed Real-time scheduling algorithm. The algorithm name was GRMS and DSr. Also given algorithm for hard Real-time and task scheduling.</td>
<td>This paper didn’t offer algorithm for distributed, dynamic, soft Real-time and heterogeneous scheduling.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Energy reduction in weakly hard real time systems</td>
<td>This paper gives straightforward thought regarding model CDS, PDS RMA. To performed the scheduling and energy consumption of the task, this paper has given a tool which is produced by the c programing language.</td>
<td>This paper has not given any ways to deal with the factual deadline ensure also other scheduling technique.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Transparent real-time task scheduling on temporal resource partitions</td>
<td>This paper has pitched a way to deal with show the few classes of real-time scheduling difficulty and diverse optional methods in light of RRP model furthermore accomplish the transparency of job scheduling on the premise of standard partitions.</td>
<td>This paper doesn’t provide transformation method for following aspects. Soft real-time policies, dynamic job priorities and Non pre-emptive policies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Distributed real-time systems survey</td>
<td>This paper purposed algorithm for scheduling a group of task in multiprocessor system</td>
<td>This paper didn’t provide any methodologies for that situation when the number processors rises and size of systems become greater.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5. A novel dynamic allocation and scheduling scheme with CPNA and FCF algorithms in distributed real-time systems. The paper gives an algorithm to assign the both periodic and aperiodic time imperatives in DRTS furthermore offers a novel methodology for mutually and dynamically designating the tasks. This paper doesn't give any dynamically allocation of the task and actualize the assignment in DRTS with composite and need related periodic task.

6. Performance evaluation of gang scheduling in distributed real time systems with possible software faults. This paper has presented, to execute the job effectively by utilizing of pack (gang) scheduling. also, the execution of EDF and LLF arrangement has been evaluated by the application coordinated checkpoint for the gang scheduling of non-pre-emptible, sporadic relating jobs in a comparable job in DRTS. at the point when the software catastrophe happens during the execution of the job of EDF_IC and LLF_IC around then we performed the uncertain calculation. This paper has not estimated the scheduling overhead and the situation of pre-emptible jobs as well.

7. A scalable scheduling algorithm for real-time distributed systems This paper has given to progressively plan the real-time jobs on the processors of the system with the assistance of task situated show. By utilizing of this strategy plan to naturally controls and allots the schedule time with the motivation behind decline the deadline destruction of real-time tasks because of scheduling overhead. In this paper he has only consider write only transaction for RT-SAD (Real time self-adjusting dynamic scheduling).

5. CONCLUSION

From different papers related to task scheduling achieved by Distributed real-time system(DRTS) we have got an idea of how to schedule the tasks in a distributed real-time system using different approaches. As specified earlier, tasks in hard real-time systems are critical in nature. After doing literature survey we have came to know that allocating and scheduling the tasks are very
complicated in the distributed real-time system. We got different approaches for allocation of
tasks and scheduling the tasks. The tasks may be either static or dynamic. Different approaches
we have got for the allocation of tasks are CPNA, FCF. For scheduling the tasks, the approaches
are DSr, GRMS. Another approaches for scheduling the tasks are gang scheduling, in which the
execution of the tasks are done simultaneously in the case of DRTS. Further research is going on
this field to get suitable approaches for different criteria in task scheduling such as scheduling
overhead as one aspect and there may be so many. We have to do deeper study in this case.
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